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Abstract:
Many diverse methods have been suggested to mitigate the effects of a possible asteroid collision with the
Earth. However, interest has mainly focused down to two primary methods. For asteroids less than a few
hundred meters in diameter, the direct impact of a multiple-ton spacecraft could change the path of the incoming
asteroid so that it would miss the Earth, if that impact could be made a decade or so before the impending
impact. For larger asteroids, or later warning, the method of choice has narrowed to the use of a nuclear device
detonated near or on the surface of the asteroid. Here we discuss the impact method.
While the impact method appears to be relatively straightforward, important questions remain. Perhaps the
most important relates to its efficacy: how much deflection can be achieved with a given impactor? And how
does that efficacy depend upon the various parameters of the problem, especially the impact velocity and the
asteroid composition? What is the momentum transferred to the asteroid, compared to that of the impacting
spacecraft?
This paper will summarize recent results of the authors regarding the theory, laboratory experiments, and
numerical calculations of such impacts.
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1. Introduction

We consider the use of an impact of a spacecraft into an asteroid to change the asteroid's path so as to make
it miss the Earth [1, 2, 3]. There are several serious barriers in our attempts to understand the outcomes of such
an impact: 1) they have never been tested or observed; 2) we cannot directly simulate them in the lab because of
the experimental size and velocity constraints, 3) we don't actually know the composition of any particular
asteroid, and, even if we did, 4) the material responses are so complex that we only crudely model them in
numerical code methods. Nonetheless, the literature reports our collective efforts; and, since those efforts are
often described as "state of the art" (which they are), they form the basis for our planning.
The kinetic energy approach is simple in principle: impact the asteroid with a large mass (spacecraft). Either
run into it with the mass, or have the asteroid run into the mass. With existing or planned lift vehicles we could
plausibly deliver ten tons or more of payload to a NEO. An NEO would have a velocity of perhaps 15-20 km/s.
That gives possible opportunities for a mission design that would rendezvous with that NEO with a relative
impact velocity of several to tens of km/s.
So what is the fidelity of our understanding of such impacts? How can we make progress? We present here
our ongoing research effort of theory, numerical simulations, and physical simulations to study these questions.
There is one way to estimate the momentum transfer in impact that relies on existing data. A recent paper
(Holsapple and Housen, [6]) uses reported data on the ejecta from impact cratering to estimate that momentum
transfer. Since the theory and scaling of impact ejecta is well known (e.g. Housen et al. [7], Housen and
Holsapple, [8]) that ejecta theory also provides the basis for the scaling of the momentum transfer problem, and
guides the extrapolation of the lab data to the much larger sizes and velocities of interest in asteroid impacts.
But there is also a more direct approach: one can directly measure the momentum transfer without regard to
the mechanisms that produce it: by making experiments of impacts into a variety of material types in the lab
and, actually measuring the momentum transfer in the impact. We have recently made such experiments and
report results here.
And, finally, one can perform numerical code calculations (some prefer to call them simulations) of
hypervelocity impacts and monitor the momentum transfer. We also report results of that type.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The underlying theory is given in section 2; section 2.1
includes an outline of the scaling determined by the cratering and ejecta processes, and section 2.2 includes a
discussion of the effects of the amount of material that may or may not escape the asteroid's domain. Section 3
includes an outline of our experiments and results: 3.1 contains results using the ejecta data, and 3.2 outlines our
recent direct impact experiments. In section 4 we present the code calculations and results. Finally, section 5
has a summary of our conclusions and outstanding issues.

2. The Theory.
The underlying theory has two parts. Since the origin of the momentum transfer enhancement is the ejected
material in the impact, the scaling of the momentum results (the dependence on the impact size and velocity)
can be obtained by the known scaling for the amounts of ejecta in an impact. But, in an application to a an
asteroid, one must also consider the fate of that ejecta. Any ejecta that lands back on the asteroid surface will not
provide any net momentum. Furthermore, whatever ejecta is launched at a sufficient speed to escape the asteroid
will have a certain velocity and angle "at infinity", and it is that velocity and angle which the determines the net
momentum contribution to the asteroid. Following [6], we discuss these two concepts in turn.

2.1 The scaling of the cratering and ejecta
The fundamental basis for the effects of the impact of a payload into an asteroid or comet comes from the
law for the balance of momentum. If the impactor has mass m and initial velocity U relative to an asteroid, then
the velocity change

Δv of that asteroid with mass M is
Δv = β

mU
M

(1)

where β > 1, is the "momentum multiplication factor". This assumes that the asteroid is hit in any part of its
central region, so that the impactor does not richochet off the surface; and that significant material is not broken
off from the back surface of the target asteroid. Neither of these is thought to be an issue. Hitting off-center is
of no concern, while that might also impart a rotation to the asteroid, it does not change the linear momentum
balance.
When the impacting body just buries itself in the target, and no material is thrown out, then the event is
"perfectly plastic" and β = 1. However, a hypervelocity impact into a geological material will usually blast out a
crater 10 to 20 times the size of the impactor. As a consequence, the volume of the crater is a few orders of
magnitude greater in volume than the impactor. In the cratering process, the material is excavated and thrown
out at large velocity, and a substantial component of that velocity is normal to the local surface.
As a consequence, the total impulse imparted to the target body has two parts: the “primary” component
from stopping the projectile, with β = 1, and the “additional” component Δβ from the ejected material, which
gives β = 1 + Δβ > 1. The magnitude of Δβ will be referred to here as the "momentum enhancement".
The scaling theory for hypervelocity impacts and cratering can be used to predict how Δβ will depend on
the impact conditions. That theory is based on the fact that the impactor is very small, and transmits its effects
very rapidly, in comparison to the subsequent effects such as the crater size and formation time and its ejecta.
Therefore the impact can be approximated as a "point source" deposition of energy and momentum. For a point
source, the impactor's defining parameters, its radius a, velocity U and mass density δ, affect the outcomes only
according to the magnitude of a single power-law combination aUμδν. The applicability of that assumption is
well documented by numerous impact and disruption results (Holsapple and Schmidt, [4], Holsapple [5],
Housen et al. [7]). The scaling theory predicts that the value of the material-dependent exponent μ must be
between 1/3 and 2/3. Many experiments in relatively non-porous materials such as rocks show μ is about 0.550.6. For relatively porous materials, experiments give μ to be about 0.4. In all cases the value of the exponent ν
has been found to be about 0.4.

Using that point-source assumption, and the assumption that the cratering process is dominated by some
strength Y of the asteroid, then the part of the momentum multiplication Δβ that is due to the cratering process
can be predicted. The value of Δβ will depend on the strength and the impact velocity as

(2)
In a competent body, if μ 0.55, then
(3)
so that the change of velocity satisfies a relation like

Δv ≈

(U + KU )
M
m

1.65

(4)

From the data presented below, we find that the constant K in this expression has a value of about 0.5.
Therefore, for the same asteroid and impactor mass, the ratio of the velocity increment for an impact at the
relative slow speed of 2 km/s and one at the high velocity of 20 km/s would be a factor of 25:1, and not just the
obvious ratio of 10 determined by the increase in impactor momentum. Higher impact speeds give increasingly
bigger "bang for the buck".
The above discussion applies to impacts on asteroids that are governed by the strength of the surface
material. If instead the asteroid were a strengthless "rubble-pile", or sufficiently large, then its surface gravity g
would determine the cratering1. In any case, in that case the scaling theory predicts that

(5)
For a porous material, which is dominated by the surface gravity, expecting that μ=0.4, the velocity
increment of the asteroid would be given by the form
(6)
For these materials we find below that the value for K is very low, and the enhancement is small. But, one
can expect at least a value of β 1.0.
These formulas allow us to predict how the momentum factor will depend on impact velocity, strength,
surface gravity and asteroid size. Those can be used to scale from lab sizes, where experiments are possible, to
the actual conditions of interest. This is important because laboratory experiments are small and limited to
impact speeds of ~7 km/s, whereas actual deflection missions may occur at velocities several times higher and
for much larger bodies.

To be modeled as strengthless, any strength Y must be less than typical lithostatic pressures. That is, a ratio Y/ρgd, where d
is a typical crater diameter, must be small. Since lithostatic pressures for 10 m craters on 100 m asteroids are only on the
order of a few Pa, a very minute strength might dominate the gravity.

1

2.2 Escaping material
The scaling above applies to the momentum imparted to an asteroid if all of the ejecta escapes at very high
speeds.

It may apply to a laboratory experiment in which all ejecta does escape from an experimental

apparatus. But for an asteroid, one must also consider the ultimate fate of that ejecta. If a mass element of
ejecta is launched, but later falls back to the asteroid's surface, then it provides no net momentum transfer to the
asteroid. To consider that effect, an analysis of the paths of mass elements must be considered.
Holsapple and Housen [6], presented such an analysis. As the scaling laws predict, the distribution of ejecta
velocities is assumed to be a power-law between a slowest velocity v* and an upper velocity vmax, as shown in
figure 1.

(v*, Me)
Fig. 1. The assumed cumulative distribution of ejecta
mass with a velocity greater than some given velocity. All
ejected mass has a velocity greater than the minimum v*,
and the largest velocity is the value vmax.
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The velocity of a mass element will determine its trajectory. The trajectories of escaping and returning
particles are depicted in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Black curves: trajectories of escaping or returning
material on a plot of coordinates (x/R, y/R) scaled to the
asteroid radius R, as determined by the scaled initial particle
. Red curves: the times to reach spatial
velocity
locations. (From [6]).

So, while there may be ejecta moving as slowly as v*, only that amount traveling faster than the escape
velocity vesc of the asteroid will contribute to the momentum enhancement. Since the total effect is obtained by
integrating the mass versus velocity distribution, the lower limit of that integration must be vesc and not v*.
Furthermore, an additional factor must be considered. That material that does escape the asteroid will begin
its path with some initial velocity and is typically be launched at a 45° angle to the asteroid's surface; it will then
travel through space and ultimately have some velocity and angle "at infinity". It is that final velocity and angle

when leaving the gravity field of the asteroid that determines the net final momentum imparted to the asteroid
from any ejecta mass element. The total effect for all of the ejected material then follows from an integration
over the distribution of velocities. That result is shown here as figure 3, it determines a correction factor Fesc
that must be applied as a function of the minimum ejecta velocity scaled to the asteroid escape velocity.

Fig. 3. The reduction factor for the net momentum
transfer accounting for the paths of mass elements as they
escape depends on the ratio of the escape velocity vesc to the
minimum ejecta velocity v*. That factor depends on the
scaling coefficient μ, the net result for rocks, and for
porous materials is shown. (From [6])

That completes the analysis of the underlying theory. If one has measured the mass-velocity distribution of
the ejecta in some experiment, the integration of that distribution gives the momentum transfer for that
experiment. The scaling results of Eq. (2) or (5) can be used in application to a different impactor size or
velocity. Finally, for in application to a particular asteroid, the corrections for non-escaping mass must be also
applied.
We now discuss experimental results.

3. Experiments
As discussed in the introduction, there are two kinds of experiments which can be used to determine
momentum transfer. The first relies on the measurement of the ejecta velocity versus mass distribution, and
there is a significant amount of such measurements in the literature (Housen et al. [7, 8]).We summarize that
approach first. Then we present experiments of the direct measurement of momentum transfer to finite sized
bodies in an impact in a laboratory.

3.1. Ejecta measurements
Holsapple and Housen [6] presented a detailed report of momentum enhancement using existing experiments
on cratering ejecta. For scaling to asteroid conditions for rocky targets, the above Eq. (2), in which Δβ depends
upon the strength Y, was used. However, in addition it was considered that the strength of a rocky body might
decreases substantially from laboratory values as asteroid size increases. For granular targets (rubble piles) the
Eq. (5) is applied. The net results, using expected values for the scaling coefficients, gave the momentum
multiplication Δβ formulaes shown in the following Table 1.

Asteeroid Composittion

Formu
ula for momen
ntum multiplication

Lab strength strongg rock
Asteeroid Strong Roock, strength scaaled from lab vaalues (assumes a
represenntative crater sizze from the imppactor).
Grannular (Dry sandd, porosity ~30%
%, friction anglee 35˚)
Grannular (Loose sannd, porosity ~220%, friction anngle 25˚)
Table 1. Results from Holsapplle and Housenn [6], which ussed ejecta meaasurements to calculate the momentum
m
h, ρ is the targett mass density aand δ is the imp
pactor mass
multiplicaation. Here U iss the impact vellocity Y is the target's strength
density. The
T term Fesc is the correction which must bee applied for th
he non-escapingg ejecta and is a function of th
he asteroid
size. See [6]
[ for the detaiils.

t
assumed impact velociites into a
In [6]], these results were applied to a represeentative cases considering two
500 m assteroid of varooius compositiions. The readder can refer to
t [6] for those results.

m measuremennts
3.2. Direect momentum
Whilee the use of ejjecta data can be used to deetermine beta,, that method is not highly accurate. It depends
d
in
a very strrong way on the
t assumed minimum
m
ejecta velocity v*, which is harrd to measure in the experim
ments. An
alternativve method uses the direct measurementt of the mom
mentum imparrted to finite targets in a laboratory
l
setting. Housen
H
and Holsapple
H
[9, 10] reported such experim
ments, they weere conductedd at the Boein
ng impact
facility annd at the NAS
SA Ames Verttical Gun Rannge. The targeet materials inccluded dry sannd and two naatural rock
types: onne was non-poorous and one was highly porous. The im
mpacts occurreed vertically aand normal to the target
surface, and the impaact velocity ranged
r
from 0.5 to 5.7 km/s.
k
The prrimary goal w
was to measu
ure the β
momentuum multiplicattion factor.
To doo so, the target was suspennded by sprinngs, and impaacted verticallyy. The resultting vertical oscillation
o
magnitudde allowed thee momentum transfer to be determined. In those casees where severral modes were present
in the reecord, the appplication of a FFT was used to assess the magnitudde of the prim
mary one. High speed
cameras recorded thee oscillations as well as the
t cratering and/or disrupption processes. The exp
perimental
apparatuss is shown in figure 4:

t
suspennded on spriings. The
Fig. 4.. A rock target
projectile travels
t
verticaally to strike the top of th
he sample.
The magnittude of the resulting verticaal oscillation is
i directly
proportionaal to the mom
mentum impartted to the targeet.

We haver
h
perform
med about 20 such
s
experimeents. The folllowing figuree 5 shows ourr results, in addition to
those of others.
o
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Aluminum into Columbia Basalt (Housen)
Aluminum into Columbia basalt

Rocks, scaling from ejecta data

Nylon into Yakuna basalt (Y&H 2000)
Aluminum into river rock
Aluminum into High Cascades Granite

Sand fit

Nylon into High Cascades Granite
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Alum into 1-m granite spheres (Walker et al 2012)
Nylon into sand

β- 1

Aluminum into sand

Dry sand, scaling from
ejecta data, a=0.014cm

Sand

Polyethylene into sand
Nylon into aluminum (Y&H, 2000)
Poly into aluminum (Denardo 1962)
Polyethylene into 2024-T351 aluminum
Aluminum into cohesive pumice

Pumice
sand
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Polyethylene into 2-4mm granular pumice
Sand (µ=0.50)
Pumice sand (µ=0.85)
Aluminum (µ=0.67)
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Fig. 5. Many results for the momentum enhancement β
as a function of impact velocity. The values towards the
bottom indicate very little momentum enhancement while the values near the top represent very significant momentum
enhancement. The most significant enhancements are for the hard rock targets. Actual experimental data in that case increase
with velocity to a maximum measured β=4 at the velocity of about 6 km/s. Those values are corroborated in two ways. The
blue line represents the predictions based upon the ejecta measurements and the scaling theory, and compare very well. The
four red squares represent numerical calculations as described in the next section. Those confirm the scaling predictions to
the higher velocities. The values for the porous sand targets are substantially lower, and the the increase with velocity, as
predicted by the scaling theory, is less.

For the rock targets with the same strength as the laboratory samples, these momentum enhancement values
can be used directly, and little or no correction for non-escaping ejecta is needed, because all of the ejecta is at
high speed. But, if one accepts that the target strength decreases with target size D as Y~D-0.5, an additional
factor is indicated from the scaling. In that case, using Eq. (2), μ=0.55, and scaling from a 10 cm lab sample to
a 200 m asteroid, an additional factor of (2e4/10)0.325/2 =3.4 can be applied. If that is indeed true, then at 20 km/s
it is predicted that β=24! Hot diggidty…
For porous targets, these results depend upon the gravity and impactor size, according to the Eq. (5). Note
that the product ga~160 (cm/s)2 in these lab experiments. However, a one meter impactor hitting a 200 m
asteroid, with surface gravity only about 0.01 cm/s2 would have ga ~100, so that the term (ga)-.083 is essentially
the same in these two cases. That is, out 1G experiments at small scale are very close to a correct simulation of
that actual asteroid case with a large impactor and small surface gravity2.

However, in those cases the

correction accounting for the amount of ejecta escaping will reduce that enhancement. Specific numerical
examples are presented in [6].

4. Code Simulations

We have also run computer code calculations of hypervelocity impacts into finite targets. We use the Sandia
CTH wave code, which is well documented elsewhere. The most interesting, and challenging, calculations are
for the rock targets where the momentum enhancements are the most significant. We have to date focused on
those.

2

The non-dimensional term in Eq. (5) is essentially a Froude number.

It is well
w known thhat a major uncertainty
u
off such code caalculations relates to the m
models for thee complex
material behavior undder the wide range
r
of presssures and tem
mperatures enccountered in a hypervelociity impact
[13]. Ourr calculations included fourr specific feattures of materrial behavior. We use equaations of statee from the
Los Alam
mos Sesame library
l
for thee various mateerials, which relate the preessure, densityy and temperaature, and
include melt
m and vaporr phase changges. We use a porosity mod
del [12, 13] whhich is similarr to, but an exttension of
the well--known P-α model
m
of Herrrmann [14]. We
W use a shear-strength model,
m
developped by the leaad author,
that incluudes a damagge parameter, and a pressurre, strain rate and temperatture dependennce. Finally CTH
C
has a
model foor spall tensilee failures that introduces
i
voids and relaxees the stress inn any cell wheen the maximu
um tensile
strength exceeds
e
somee prescribed vaalue given as an
a input.
Theree are many unncertainties annd parameters in these modeels. For that reeason, numeriical calculatio
ons cannot
be assum
med to be corrrect unless, att the least, theey are tuned to,
t and compaared to, know
wn experimenttal results.
Our expeeriments are dominated
d
by the
t spall behavvior of the maaterial. Thereffore, to validatte our modelss we tuned
the calcuulations to match
m
a detaileed experimennt of an impaact into a baasalt rock cylinder, which was also
dominateed by spall. That
T
experimeent was of a 2 km/s impacct into a basaalt cylindricall target [11]. The final
results off the experim
ment are shownn on the left of
o figure 6 while
w
the numeerical code reesults are show
wn on the
right. It is seen that thee match is exccellent.

Fig. 6. A code fidelity-assessmennt exercise. Th
he picture
on the left is the outcom
me of a 2 km//s impact into
o a granite
cylinder. Th
he picture on the right is a CTH code calculation
of that experiment, at a time before tthe ejecta has departed,
but after th
he shock wavves have disuupted the mateerial. The
dominant feeatures in bothh cases are thee tensile spall fractures,
indicating that
t
the modeeling of the m
material mustt be most
accurate in dealing with tensile fracturres. The final match is
excellent.
Next,, calculations were made off impacts into finite spherical targets at vaarious velocitties. A typicall one used
a 0.3 cm
m diameter aluuminum projecctile impactinng a 20 cm sp
pherical rock at 5.6 km/s. The calculatiional cells
were onlyy 0.1mm, resuulting in 64 off them across the
t diameter of
o the projectiile, as depictedd in figure 7.

Fig. 7. T
The initial setu
up for the
calculations. T
The cells at thee center are
of 0.1 mm in ssize, giving 32 across the
0.32 cm diameeter projectile, and about
1000 across thhe target diametter. While
this calculatioon was run in 2D, an
equivalent 3D calculation would require
almost 109 cellls. The calcu
ulation was
completed in about one day
y on an 8core Mac deskttop computer.

A finnal calculatedd outcome of that calculatiion is presentted in figure 8. A flat sppall crater ab
bout 7 cm
diameter and 1 cm deeep was formedd. In addition, while it is haard to see in this
t small-scalle figure, tenssile cracks
were form
med to a depthh of about 5 cm
m.

Fig. 8. The final crater obtainned in the numerical
n
calculation.. It is clearlyy dominated by near-surfa
face spall.
Numerous tensile crackss were obtained, especially
y within 5
cm of the crater floor. The dots inddicate markerr particles
used to plo
ot outcomes. There are nuumerous tensile cracks
beneath thee crater floor.

The picture
p
of the actual experim
mental crater obtained in a rock target att 5.6 km/s is sshown in figu
ure 9. The
agreemennt of the calcuulation with thhe actual evennt is excellent.. The most obbvious discreppancy above in
i figure 8
is the faillure to model the rock as a flattened spheere.

Fig
g. 9. The craater from the eexperiment at 5.6 km/s.
The diiameter, while irregular, iss about 7 cm
m, and the
depth is
i just less thaan 1 cm.

Calcuulations were made for fourr different imppact velocitiess ranging from
m 0.5 to 20 km
m/s. The resu
ults for the
momentuum enhancem
ment were indicated previouusly on the fig
gure 4 plot above. Not onlly do these caalculations
match thhe experimenttal points, theey provide coonfidence for the extensionn of the expeerimental resu
ults to the
higher 200 km/s impactt velocity, andd, in addition, further validaate the scalingg theory.

5. Summary.
Great progress has been made in understanding the momentum enhancement that can be expected in a
hypervelocity impact into an asteroid. The scaling theory has been formulated, and it indicates the important
role of the impact velocity, over and above its role in determining the momentum of an impactor. Many existing
experiments on ejecta from impact craters exist, and have been mined to determine magnitudes of momentum
enhancement. In addition, we have now performed laboratory experiments directly measuring the momentum
transmitted to targets of a variety of material types. Finally, we have made computer code calculations for
impacts into rock targets and obtained excellent agreement with the theory and laboratory experiments.
The results clearly indicate the dominant role of porosity in the response of an asteroid target. The
momentum enhancement in a rock target may be a factor up to as much as 20, while in a highly porous target
there may be no enhancement whatsoever.
Obviously there remain many unanswered questions. We must develop a better understanding of exactly
what target properties determine the outcome. We must develop a better understanding of the actual bodies
which may threaten the Earth. What if the body is an M type? What if it is a comet? What is the role of a
surface regolith on the impact process? What about a porous target with large blocks? How are the blocks
formed, and will they be cast away from the asteroid, perhaps enhancing the momentum transfer? Does a 200m
"rubble-pile" asteroid really have zero strength? What is its strength? What about highly porous rubble-piles,
does the gravity scaling really apply? How hard can we hit an asteroid without disrupting it? Is that bad? What
role does an asteroid's spin have on its disruption? Can we perform experiments at low g to directly measure the
dependence that the scaling theory indicates on the surface gravity?

Can we improve our numerical

calculations? Might we spall off material from the antipode of a target, thereby reducing the momentum
transfer?
There are also many important questions regarding mission design. For example, what is the likelihood of
actually hitting an asteroid of, say, only 100 m diameter at a speed in excess of 20 km/s? What if we hit it at an
angle, or in the wings? Much remains to be discovered.
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